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Steuart Pittman– Cork, 2017 
Oil on linen, diptych with walnut frame – 20.25 x 31.25” 

 

 
 
Traywick Contemporary is pleased to announce our participation in the second edition of Untitled 
SF, an international, curated fair that will feature a unique roster of established galleries, innovative 
artist-run exhibition spaces and local non-profit organizations. The fair will take place January 11–14, 
2018, at the Palace of Fine Arts in San Francisco.  
 
For Untitled SF, Traywick Contemporary will present three gallery artists whose practices navigate 
the boundaries of formalism, while exploring past art movements or historical influences: Amy 
Kaufman, Steuart Pittman and Ken Fandell. These artists speak to our established exhibition 
programing, while creating a discourse between emerging talents and those with more experienced 
voices. The booth will display a mixture of drawing, painting and large-scale photographs. 
 
Based in Oakland, CA, Amy Kaufman has exhibited her work extensively over the past thirty 
years. Her abstract paintings are rooted in a formal practice and working knowledge of art history. 
Using a variety of media including charcoal, pastel or paint, the artist creates energetic 
compositions that shift between explicit and implied organic forms. Kaufman masterfully 
combines dynamic shapes and patterns with subtle details, introducing elements that are slightly 
askew and off-kilter. In her recent work, Kaufman incorporates looser brush work and line quality 
which celebrates a cyclical balance of energetic motion and visual calm. 
 
Also based in Oakland, CA, Steuart Pittman’s work centers around painting as a diaristic extension 
of experience, with each of his intimate abstractions inspired by his surroundings — such as the 
industrial structures found throughout his neighborhood – as well as references to his personal life 
spent away from the studio. While Pittman’s paintings have a vaguely geometric starting place, they 
are animated by the energy and asymmetry of the artist’s hand.  He is focused on the physicality of 
the painting as an object and makes specific decisions around the carefully considered frames that 
are often part of the final works.  A decided whimsy and playfulness is also evident, especially in the 
titles, which offsets the reductive Modernist formality that Pittman’s practice might suggest. 
 



	

 
 
 
Untitled San Francisco 2018, continued: 
 
 
Ken Fandell is a conceptually-based photographer now living and working in Los Angeles.  
Throughout his practice, Fandell blurs the lines between traditional photography and other forms of 
art making such as painting and drawing. He mines the mundane and everyday to reveal the 
extraordinary often found in the ordinary, balancing these moments with a distinct blend of 
skepticism, irony, and humor. His most recent series of composite photographs focuses on the basic 
fundamentals of the art making process, often while using unexpected source material.  In the 
Blowouts series, Fandell references Franz Kline’s bold brush strokes and spontaneous gestures using 
multiple images of a single 7’ blown-out tire tread the artist found on the LA freeways he frequents.   
 
 
 
 

  
 

Amy Kaufman– Wheat/Pine, 2017 Ken Fandell – Blowout 487, 505, 555, 583, 589, 617 
Charcoal on paper 647, 657, 722, 759, 793, 796, 2017 
47 x 40” Unique archival pigment print / multiple exposure color 
 photograph 
 76 x 61 x 1.75" 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For images and additional information, please visit our website:  http://www.traywick.com/gallery/Untitled-SF 


